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ABSTRACT
Question classification is a key task in many question
answering applications. Nearly all previous work on question
classification has used machine learning and knowledge-based
methods. This working note presents an embedding based Bag-ofWords method and Recurrent Neural Network to achieve an
automatic question classification in the code-mixed BengaliEnglish text. We build two systems that classify questions mostly
at the sentence level. We used a recurrent neural network for
extracting features from the questions and Logistic regression for
classification.
We conduct experiments on Mixed Script
Information Retrieval (MSIR) Task 1 dataset at FIRE20161. The
experimental result shows that the proposed method is appropriate
for the question classification task.

CCS Concepts
• Information systems~Clustering and classification
• Information systems~Question answering
• Computing
methodologies~Learning latent representations
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1. INTRODUCTION
Question answering systems can be viewed as an inevitable
element of information retrieval systems, allowing users to ask
questions in a natural language text and receive brief answers.
Earlier research has shown explicitly that the correct classification
of questions to the expected answer type is necessary to any
successful question answering system. Question classification is
to recognize the answer-type automatically to a given query
written in the natural language text. For example, the query,
“What is the Capital of India?”, the task of a question
classification system is to recognize the type “Location” to this
question because the expected answer to this query is a named
entity of type “Location”. Classification of queries is also treated
as an answer type prediction since the type of the answer is
predicted. Many existing question answering systems used
manually built sets of rules to map a question to a correct type,
which is the language specific, not efficient in maintaining and
upgrading. Machine learning approaches are often used to
identify the expected answer types. The motivation of using the
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advantage of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based embedding
is that RNN captures the contextual information in a better way.

2. RELATED WORKS ON QUESTION
CLASSIFICATION
Basically, there are two different methods commonly used in
question classification: knowledge-based and machine learning
based. There are also some combined approaches which connect
rule-based and the machine learning approaches (Huang et. al.,
2008; Silva et. al., 2011; Ray et. al., 2010) [1,2,7]. Rule-based
methods classify the questions with hand-crafted rules (Hull,
1999; Prager et. al., 1999) [3,4]. However, these approaches
affected from too many rules (Li and Roth, 2004) [5] and only
perform well on a particular dataset. Recent NLP research for
Indian languages moving towards social media content which is
informal and often code-mixed. Researchers focused on
developing conventional Natural Language Processing (NLP)
applications for handling Social media content. Standard shared
tasks and workshops like FIRE and ICON2 Tools contest are
giving preferences to this new genre text. The large-scale use of
code-mixed style in social media platforms motivates the
researchers to carry out this type of research in Indian languages.
The significant number of research is going on in social media
text and code-mixed text. Notable areas are, language
identification [8] , question answering [11] , POS tagging [15],
polarity detection [13] and entity extraction for Indian languages
[12, 14]. Barman et. al. [9] presented the challenges of Language
Identification in code-mixed text and they claimed that codemixing is common among users who are multilingual. Vyas et. al.
[15] discussed the efforts taken to POS tag social media content
from English-Hindi code-mixed text while trying to address the
complexities of code-mixing. The impact of code-mixing on the
effectiveness of information retrieval has been discussed by Gupta
et. al. [16] in query expansion for mixed-script and code-mixed
queries. Recently, Banerjee et. al. (2015) [17, 18] formally
introduced the code-mixed cross-script question answering as a
research problem. Banerjee et. al. [19] explains the use of growing
user generated content to serve as information collection source
for the question answering task on a low-resource language for the
first time and explained their cross-script code-mixed question
answering corpus
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3. TASK DESCRIPTION
The
code-mixed
cross-script
question
classification
is subtask-1 in shared task on Mixed Script Information Retrieval
(MSIR3) at FIRE 2016 [23].
Let, Q = {q1, q2 , . . . , qn} be a set of factoid questions written in
Code-mixed Bengali-English Text (Romanized Bengali along
with English). Let T = {t1, t2,…,tn} be the set of question types.
The task is to classify each given question q ∈ Q into one of the
predefined coarse-grained question type t ∈ T. Example for codemixed question classification task is given below,
Question:

last volvo bus kokhon chare ?
[When is the last Volvo bus..]

Question Type:

TEMPORAL

The number of queries, the total number of words and average
words per query in Training and testing data are illustrated in
Table 1. Totally, 9 different coarse-grained question types are
used in this question classification task. The various question
types and their corresponding frequency in training data are
shown in Table 2. This table also reveals the percentage of each
question type in training data. More than 65% of the training data
set belongs to 4 primary query types which are Organization,
Temporal, Person, and Number.
Table 1. MSIR Subtask-1 data facts
Model

Queries

Total Words

Training

330

1756

Average
Words
5.321

Testing

120

858

7.15

Table 2. Question types and their counts

4.1 Bag-of-Words Model for Question
Classification (Run1)
We developed a question classification system with a BoW model
using TensorFlow [10]. Here the maximum word length is fixed
as 15 and embedding size as 50. Each word-type in the query is
converted into 50-dimensional vectors. For the given 330 queries
in the training set, we formed an input matrix of size 330 x 15,
and for each word we substitute the random word embeddings
(categorical word representation) and finally the size of the input
tensor is 330 x 15 x 50. We used the max pooling concept and
choose the maximum value across the max word length of 15.
This reduced the tensor to the matrix of size 330 x 50 which is
considered as query embeddings and given to logistic regression
classifier with default parameters. Finally, we used Arg-max
function to choose the best question type.

4.2 Recurrent Neural Net based Question
Classification System (Run2)
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are successful models
that have shown prominent improvement in many NLP
applications. The idea behind RNNs is to make use of sequential
information [21]. If you want to predict the subsequent word in a
sentence you completely know which words appeared before it.
RNNs are called recurrent because they carry out the same task
for every element of a sequence, with the output being depended
on the previous computations.

LOC

26

7.9

MNY

26

7.9

In our second submission, we developed a Recurrent Neural
Network based question classification system using TensorFlow
[10]. We followed the same produce of Run1 for creating the
input tensor of size (330 x 15 x 50). This initial 15 x 50 matrix
embedding of each query is reduced to 50-dimensional embedding
vectors. This initial embedding vector is given to Gated Recurrent
Unit, or GRU, a slightly variation on the LSTM introduced by
[22].The resulting model is simpler than standard LSTM models,
and has been growing increasingly popular. Finally, take encoding
of the last step and pass it as features for logistic regression for
training.

DIST

24

7.3

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

OBJ

21

6.4

MISC

5

1.5
1

In this section, detailed cross-validation results and the
accuracy has been given by the task organizers are elucidated.

Types

Count

Percentage

ORG

67

20.3

TEMP

61

18.5

PER

55

16.7

NUM

45

13.6

330

4. QUESTION CLASSIFICATION FOR
CODE-MIXED BENGALI ENGLISH TEXT
We have submitted two runs in the question classification for
code-mixed text. In the first run, we used the traditional BoW
model with logistic regression. In order to apply regression, we
represent each word-type to random vectors of floating numbers
3

using the categorical variable function in TensorFlow [10]. In the
second run, we tried with on Recurrent Neural Network
embedding with logistic regression. Since the dataset is a very
small the RNN based method trails traditional methods. Even
though RNN based method accuracy is less compared with other
methods, the performance of RNN based embedding is
significant for the very limited data. This gives an anticipation for
applying RNN for code-mixed NLP related task.

https://msir2016.github.io/

5.1 Cross-validation Results
We randomly split the 330 queries in training set into 281 and 49
and named as training and development set respectively. This data
set used for validating our methods with two different parameters,
embedding size, and maximum query length. We varied the
maximum document size to 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30. We used only
two different embedding sizes, 50 and 100. We tried BoW and
RNN based methods for developing the code-mixed question
classification system. Figure 1 explains the comparison between
the BoW and RNN based methods with different query length and
embedding size. We fixed the query length as 15 and embedding
size as 50 in our experiments.

Figure 2. Query types and accuracies.
0.9

Table 4. Top accuracies of team irrespective of run
0.85
0.8

Runs
AmritaCEN

Correct
145

Incorrect
35

Accuracy
80.55556

0.75

AMRITA-CENNLP

143

37

79.44444

Anuj

146

34

81.11111

BITS_PILANI

146

34

81.11111

IINTU

150

30

83.33333

IIT(ISM)D*

144

36

80

NLP-NITMZ

142

38

78.88889

BoW-50
BoW-100
RNN-50
RNN-100

0.7
0.65
10

15

20

25

30

Figure 1. Cross-validated results with different query
length and embedding size

5.2 MSIR Sub Task-1 Results
Here, the accuracy has been given by the task organizers are
explained. Organizers evaluated submitted systems based on the
accuracy. Overall performance and in-depth accuracy per question
type are also released by the organizers [20]. The overall accuracy
of our submission is shown in Table 3. The highest accuracies of
other teams are shown in Table 4. IINTU team positioned to first
followed by Anuj, BITS, and our Team (Amrita_CEN). Figure 2
explains the query types and their corresponding accuracy for our
submissions. It is interesting to note that RNN based model
outperforms the BoW in the ORGANIZATION type questions
which count is higher in the training dataset. At the same time, the
OBJ and MISC type, which are less in a count, accuracies are
comparably low in RNN based model.
Table 3. Overall Accuracy of our two submissions
Runs

Run1 (BoW)

Run2 (RNN)

Correct

145

133

Incorrect

35

47

Accuracy

80.55556

73.8888889

1
0.9
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.3

0
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